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NVIS Antenna Systems
NBEMS was developed as a collaborative effort
between Dave Freese W1HKJ and Skip Teller
KH6TY, the developer of the popular DIGIPAN
PSK31 software. It consists of a suite of programs
that send text, images and even binary files. The
two main programs, FLDIGI and FLMSG are
designed to run under Linux, Free-BSD, Mac OS
and Windows from XP to Windows 10.
The NBEMS system is designed to operate on all
amateur bands, but is optimized for short to
medium range communications such as VHF FM,
or HF with an NVIS (Near Vertical Incidence
Skywave) antenna.
Digital modes currently recommended for HF
NBEMS operations are: OLIVIA 8/500, OLIVIA
16/500, MT63-1k, MT63-500, PSK-125R and
PSK-250R.
I have seen great success for years with MT63500, utilizing it for nightly multicast
transmissions of ARRL bulletins on 30m, errorfree.
The free FLDIGI multimode soundcard software
offers many digital modes, but the modes listed
above are most often associated with NBEMS.
Amateurs who use FLDIGI for everyday QSOs in
PSK31, Hell, Olivia, MT63 etc. will be familiar
with the software when occasion calls for the
NBEMS system to be called up.
The FLAMP (Amateur Multicast Protocol) addon program allows you to transmit a bulletin to an
unlimited number of stations simultaneously.
Each recipient can confirm individually whether
they have received the data with 100% accuracy,
as FLAMP generates a check-sum for each
message.
The FLMSG program makes authoring, sending
and receiving text, ICS-205, ICS-206, ICS-213,
ICS-214, and ICS-216 forms in addition to ARRL
Radiograms a simple point and click proposition.

On HF, NBEMS utilizes “cloud-burner” NVIS
HF antennas that typically consist of a low-band
dipole at 15 ft, with a ground wire laid beneath so
that the signal effectively goes straight up.
Characteristics of an NVIS HF antenna are ideal
for the mountainous Big Bend area. They receive
much less noise than DX antennas, and are ideal
for ranges from a few miles to several hundred
miles, hearing other NVIS stations better than
anything else. Line-of-sight or skip propagation
does not apply thus making it difficult to imagine
a better HF antenna system for communicating
around mountains.
Because NVIS antennas work best at 15 feet
height, they are easy and inexpensive to erect.
Portable operation with a couple of fifteen foot
poles, some rope for guys, and an antenna that
can be stored in a paint bucket are quick and easy
to utilize.
NBEMS Features:
 Inexpensive ( free soundcard software )
 Simple to use, reducing training
requirements
 Effective, perfectly tailored to the EMS
mission
 NVIS HF antennas are ideal for use in
mountainous terrain
 Narrow-band modes conserve spectrum
 A live operator on each end, eliminating
interference potential
 Flexible enough for use with most
equipment under most conditions
 The software is great for everyday use,
again reducing training requirements
 Specialized add-on software for net
control, rig control, callbook data, logging
etc. are available
Basic information and software download:
http://www.w1hkj.com/

